Notices

ROCS REP-AT-LARGE

Applications for Board of Control Representative-At-Large have been opened to fill the current seat on the Board. Interested persons should submit their applications to Governor, Fleming, by Sunday, October 10.

MARSHALL SCHOLARSHIPS

The Caltech Young Republicans are offering all expenses scholarships to all seniors and graduate students who are U.S. citizens. The scholarship may be used for any university in Britain for the study of any subject for two years. Interested students should obtain an application from the campus scholarship advisor, Professor Gilbert in 104 Dalbey, or any British consulate, before October 22.

RAPE, TERROR, PILLAGE

Dr. Huttenback, just returned from a trip with the background and current status of the Indian-Pakistan conflict. He has announced that a Republican Presidential nomination in 1968, if that can be said, is a throwback of the US in population profile: here, he stressed, the two-party system will be facing a stern test. Finch got a storm of spontaneous applause when he characterized the election: "If the Republican Party doesn't do it in California in 1968, we'll be

Candidate For State Lt. Governor Speaks

By Solo Moen

Mr. Robert L. Finch, the only announced candidate at present for the post of Lieutenant Governor of California, spoke at Dalney Lounge Tuesday evening on "The Case for a Winning Republican Campaign." Finch's speech was jointly sponsored by the Caltech Young Republicans Club and the California Republican League of Pasadena, but it was attended by only a handful of students, in spite of the fact that part of Finch's program was an appeal to young people.

Hard Look

Finch's subject, in view of the calamitous Goldwater defeat of 1964, was a difficult one. He got down to brass tacks, after a slow dismissal of the distracting off-and-on lights, by emphasizing that a prerequisite to winning any campaign is a good hard look at reality. The close of his speech was a successful campaign, namely a lot of money, a strong organization, and the right candidates, aren't very valuable in evaluating how the Republicans could win in 1965. His "hard look at reality," finally, amounted to calling 1964 "the rise of the relatively " for the Republican Party in California.

GOP Gain

Although he admitted that the situation in the US Senate was not greatly changed in '64, Finch maintained that a 70-seat gain for the Republicans in the House was not only possible but a realistic goal to work for. Flittering his audience a bit, Finch announced that a Republican government of California would be an odds-on favorite for the Republican

Erratum

Last week's article "Chang­ing Faces of Party" reported Mr. Theodore C. Combs as Mr. E. Curzon Fager is Associate Director of Corporate Relations, Mr. K. Curzan-Paper is Caltech Director of Corporate Relations.

Gridders Prepare For First Game

Let's go, football fans!

The Caltech Beavers opened their 1965 football season by meeting the University of California in Berkeley. From all indications Saturday's game should be a repeat of last year's Beaver victory over U.C. Berkeley. L.A.P.C, having joined with the Southern Conference, the grid­ders will be facing a team which is strong, but certainly not invincible. The Caltech team is in excellent shape and high spirit­eds and is ready to trample over the Cougars. The contest should be an exciting one and a rewarding experience for Tech fans.

Snow!

In brief, our starting lineup is fascinating. With both offen­sive and defensive teams made up primarily of seasoned veterans from last year's effort, we should be fielding our best team in many years. The year's Beavers are fast and hard-hitting. Hard weeks of practice have whipped them into a coordinated unit. Instead of thinking too much, a common mistake of the grid­ders last year, the grid­ders are hitting the line where they should and not where they think they should. Their block­ing is crisp and in time with the rest of the team. Our line­man, Kagu, Logsen, Shuman, Peters, and many have experiences and depth into the matter of the line. In short they are brutal.

New Ricketts R. A. Chosen

Allyn Davis, Caltech graduate student, has been appointed the new Resident Associate of Ricketts Hall. Allyn is a native of Miles Walch who served as R.A. of Ricketts during the past two years. Davis, who also has two previous years experience as an RA, is a civil engineering student at the Jackson College of Tech­nology, should be well prepared to accept both the good and the troubles of a R.A. position. He will be the office of R.A. Walch, a third year graduate student, was mar­ried and moving.

Davis passed his undergraduate days at Clarkson College of Tech­nology where he was awarded a B.S. in chemical engineering. From Clarkson, he was transferred to Caltech as a graduate student in June of 1964, and won his Mas­ters degree in Chem E last spring. Davis has also been working this past summer under Dr. Con­verse and is presently preparing toward a Ph.D. in reaction kine­tics.

Rotation

Noted as the only one at fresh camp with a Warsaw sweatshirt, Davis may be otherwise excused for the random Caltech student's weakness for Azusa Pacific and its small­build and short dark hair. A previous fraternity member, (Continued on page 5)

Coleman Chamber Concerts To Be Presented In Beckman

This year an entire new season of chamber music concerts will be offered in both Beck­man Auditorium and Dalney Lounge. The Coleman Chamber Concerts will open with the first of several concerts featuring the Fine Arts Quartet, on October 17 at 8:30 p.m. The remaining six concerts of the famed Coleman Series will also be presented in Beckman Auditorium during the remainder of the season at the same hour.

Not to be outdone, the Caltech Chamber Music Series will begin its 16th season with a perform­ance of the Pacific String Quartet on October 17 in Dalney Lounge. All of the concerts in the series will be presented at 8:30 Sunday evenings.

Ah, Culture

The Fine Arts Quartet, one of the leading American string quartets, is composed of artists-in­residence at the University of Wisconsin. The quartet has presented a weekly broadcast over the ABC network for the past eight years in addition to five symphonic concerts in Wisconsin. The quartet will appear under the auspices of the Caltech Coleman Series.

The first number of the Cole­man Concert will be the Mozart Oboe Quartet, K. 370. This will be followed by the Mendels­sohn String Quintet No. 3, and finally by the Beethoven Quartet in C, Op. 59, No. 3.

The performance of the Pacific String Quartet will open with

Hayden's Quartet in G major, Op. 17, No. 5. This will be followed by the Webern Five Pieces for String Quartet Op. 5, and finally the Quartet in A minor, Op. 29, by Schubert.

The Pacific String Quartet is composed of two violinists, a viola, a cellist, and a violoncello. "The quartet has been praised by Akira Endo and William Hyman of the Caltech Chamber music Series.

The Coleman Series will also feature the Amadeus Quartet on (Continued on page 3)

Erratum

The appointment of 49 new faces to the illustrious Caltech faculty was celebrated by a tea for President von Hippel at the home of Octavio A. Durlford at the Atenham Thursday, October 3.

Three professors were elected: Dr. Robert E. Deardor, organic chemistry; Dr. Richard T. Shubin, applied mechanics; and Dr. Fred­rick J. Thompson, applied scien­tists in biologic studies.

Gymnography

The new visiting professor is Dr. Herbert B. Keller, in applied mathematics, and two professors have been appointed to the Coleman Series.

S. Farrington in chemistry and Dr. Ricardo G. Ricardo in aero­nautics.

Eleven visiting associates were appointed. They are: Dr. Claude J. Allegra, geology; Dr. Seymour Benzer, biology; Dr. Michael Cais, chemistry; Dr. John Cushing, bio­chemistry; Dr. John A. Faustam­en, paleontology; Dr. Stanley J. Gross, biology; Dr. Marno Hilda, biology; Dr. Paul C. Johnson, environment­al science; Dr. Alan K. Malbrie, geo­morphology; Dr. Jerry B. Marion, physics; and Dr. Theo­dore F. Pfau, aeronautics.

Also appointed were four as­soc­iates: professors: Dr. James N. Brune, geophysics; Dr. Michael J. Morgan, environmental health en­gineering.

You Missed Your O'Clock.

Again.

Frosh Arose!
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You Must Be

Number 3

It's easy to see the fresh. The fresh is cringing. Cringe, fresh, cringe. See the soph­omores, seniors, and juniors. Sew your experience and don’t be there.

See the fresh. The fresh is cringing. Cringe, fresh, cringe. See the soph­omores, seniors, and juniors. Sew your experience and don’t be there.
Debate Squad Prepares for Joint Tourney

By FRIDO LAMB

The Caltech debate squad has been heightened this year by a large influx of eager and ambitious freshmen, many of whom have actually had previous forensic experience.

The squad, consisting of up to 12 members, is made up of the national, Pacific Southwest College Forensic Association Fall Clinic, held at Pierce College last Saturday. The margins consisted of expertise and activism of student oral interpretations, oratories, and impromptu, expository, and inflaming speeches given by students. After much short analysis was given of this year's national collegiate debate topic, "Resolved: That law enforcement in the United States should be given greater freedom in the investigation and prosecution of crime."

Police Brutality.

This was followed by a debate on an obvious topic between last year's second-place team in the National Westpoint Tournament, Doug Forster and Mike Jones of Redlands, on the affirmative, and the former, Robert Welch, and David Kelther of USC, on the negative.

Caltech will enter the debate lists for the first time this year at Cal State L.A. on October 15 and 16. Already five teams from Caltech have been entered, with Dave Close and Fred Lamb, Kermit Kubitz and Nick Zichelschlag, and Bob DeFrey and Ron Anderson, while Gary Calbo, George Jackson, Mark Jackson, Mike Nolan, and Bob DeFrey will compete in lower division. Lanph and Kubitz will give orations. The large number of entries is in marked contrast to recent years and indicates good progress and success for the Caltech squad.

Happy Birthday!

BY HOUSE

This is the eighth anniversary of the launch of Socialite I. In celebration of this event, the Space Patrol may resume operations on the regular 8:30 p.m. Pacific Time Hall. Hopefully they will be able to grind out their own predictions, rather than rely completely on outside information.

This year they are going to stress observing for the first time, as many satellites have inter­ ested in them. The Space Patrol will also do useful work, which is sent to various agencies, but this aspect of the job takes care of itself.

Science? Possibly, members will be trained in the use of the equipment, and then turned loose to do the work they desire. Predictions for interesting objects will be prepared and given to members who are interested.

Anyone who would like to know what is most organ­ ized of all campus organizations should ask Al Harris, 212 Hirst, or drop in and see me, 709/9068.

Welcome to the Campus Barber Shop

Barber Shop

in Winnert Center

Jainum $2.00

Three Barbers to Serve You

8 A.M. to 5 P.M. Monday-Friday

Paul A. Hammon
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Here are a few reasons why:

Pasadena offers no reason to leave the campus. Tech isn’t going to get ahead to enough to attract a large intellectual community or large commercial community. Where are all those some bitchin’ free houses, taverns, and bookstores that add so much to a town’s character? All we have is the Greasy, the Vromen, and Yike’s Wheel.

Girls: Techers spend more time thinking about getting it than they would spending getting it if they were any to get. I’d bet the majority of that mythical girls’ school that needy will rise on the corner of California and Arden.

Sage: No one else would even dare to sell trichinosis, plane, starch, and grease for such outrageous prices. This will large fee houses, taverns, and

Student Houses. Students, three barbers short to snow visitors and the good citizenry of Pasadena. A large number of entries is in marked contrast to recent years and indicates good progress and success for the Caltech squad.
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Science? Possibly, members will be trained in the use of the equipment, and then turned loose to do the work they desire. Predictions for interesting objects will be prepared and given to members who are interested.

Anyone who would like to know what is most organ­ ized of all campus organizations should ask Al Harris, 212 Hirst, or drop in and see me, 709/9068.
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Gridders Grid
(Continued from page 1)
which is amazing considering teams of the past. The stiff competition at all positions has kept everyone at their highest performance level.

Anusz Pacific’s team is much heavier than the Beavers, with three linemen around 250 lbs, and several more at 320 lbs, but their weight advantage has made them considerably slower. They also have much less experience. The Cougars operate out of a pro-type formation with a split end and a flankerback. The man to watch this Saturday will be Anusz’s wily quarterback, John Miller, who called the signals for the LAPF Panther last year and compiled an impressive record.

High Hopes
Everyone associated with the Beavers has high hopes for victory in this first game. Coach LaFruerich has commented that Caltech should have no great difficulty in defeating the student body. Put off as a couple of hours and spend an exciting afternoon watching your team beat out. The game starts at 2:00 p.m. at Daumte High School, which is located at 1050 E. Central Ave. in Duarte. If you wish to see a victory, be there; then you can also participate in the evening’s victory celebration.

Service League Aids Techmen
The Caltech Service League — the least known, but most valuable service organization on campus — has elected a new slate of officers for 1965-66.

In order to be of real value to Caltech students, the league has established the following regular services, headed by the new officers.

Student activities chairman is Mrs. Myron Goral, 5615 Washington Blvd. Through her the league donates flowers for lost Weekendend, Inter-Psychic and Homecoming banquets, furnishes chapagne for Lost Weekend and will gladly aid social chairmen any time they need help.

Wardrobe chairman is Mrs. S. Solomon, 7789 S. La Brea, Not only a lending library of formal wear, the wardrobe has a supply of slacks, sport coats and white shirts that students may take in need and keep. The key to the wardrobe is available from Mrs. Hale at Robert Hutton’s office.

Student service chairman Mrs. John Honsaker, 4220 S. La Brea, assists students with out-of-the-ordinary problems. Health center chairman Mrs. Robert Stanton, 11422 S. La Brea, supplies homeopathic drugs, pajamas, robes and subscriptions to newspapers and magazines.

For the more prolific Techmen, little baby chairman, Mrs. John Hronker, 11422 S. La Brea, supplies the monthly shots for babies up to two years of age. Baby furniture and baby stimulation are provided by Mrs. Sharp, 35820 N. La Brea, free of charge. The League welcomes ideas for special service projects from any Caltech student.

PAT’S LIQUORS
1025 E. Colorado
SY 6-6761
Lunch: 11 a.m. — 2 p.m.
Sat. 9-6
Mon. 9-9
Sun. 9-9
Closed Sundays

WANTED TRANSLATORS FOR SCIENTIFIC MATERIAL. ALL LANGUAGES. Send resumes to Student of P.O. BOX 162, MONROE.

Hi, John. Thanks for the call. I hope you get the job.
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Webmen Lose Then Win One

The Caltech water polo team has opened its practice game season in preparation for its defense of the SCIAC championship. Though the team is under somewhat of a rebuilding program, it has looked strong in its first three games. The Beavers enjoyed a half-time lead in each contest, but were not able to keep it in the first two games.

The season opener was lost against Glendale by a score of 2-1. The annual game against the alumni was even closer, with the varsity coming out on the short end of a 9-8 score. The team finally found the winning combination last Tuesday and beat Mt. Sac 9-5. They are hoping that this is the start of a long win streak.

Waterpolo

In the games up to now the Beaver offense has consisted almost exclusively of John Walter and Rich Nielson. The first two losses might be blamed on the laters absence. Walter has been the big gunner, accounting for both goals in the opener, shooting six more against the alumni and five against Mt. Sac. That's 11 out of a team total of 19 Nielson has contributed four more, all in the last game. The opposition has concentrated on Walter, but this has not stopped him. Beside his high scoring, he managed to foul out three opposition players from Mt. Sac as well as getting another one ejected.

Soccer Starts

The high hopes of the varsity soccer team were set back somewhat by a loss to a strong team from Loyola. The game was generally dominated by Loyola, with the ball being in Beaver territory most of the time. This was the Caltech team's first game together and the players' inexperience showed. They were unable to maintain a sustained offense, so a much greater burden fell on the defense. The defense played extremely well and kept the opposition from scoring until late in the half, and then the first goal came on a penalty kick.

Strengthened by their experience the Beavers will try to get on winning ways against Pomona this Saturday. The varsity will play the Pomona JV at 11:30, the game to be preceded by a contest between the open team and the Pomona varsity at 9:30. You can get three hours worth of fast sport action if you come out and watch.

Attention Football Players

Who would think that Caltech was a football school? Well, apparently the Dallas Cowboys of the National Football League think so. They have sent a letter to the California Tech asking for information on any football players of pro potential who might reside among the whole. If anyone feels an irresistible urge to be scouted by a pro scout he should bring his qualifications to Peter Ballant, your glorious sports editor, in 111 Page. Come one, come all.

Large enough to hold your future, small enough to know you.

ENGINEERS: American Air Filter Company, Louisville, Kentucky, is the world's largest manufacturer of air filters, dust control, heating, ventilating and air conditioning equipment. An AAF representative will visit the campus on October 15, 1965.
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Awaken Squirrels

Chamber Culture (Continued from page 1)

October 31, the Quartetto Di Roma on November 14, and later the Weiler Quartet, the New York String Sextet, and a concert of violin and piano sonatas by Nelli Shkolnikova and Ljuba Sillina. The final concert of the season will be performed by the Coleman Audition Winners to be selected by the New York String Quartet.

Fifty tickets were given out to Teckers yesterday on a first-come-first-sell basis at 12:30 p.m. and 4:30 p.m. at the Beckman Ticket Office. However, free tickets for the concert may still be available for Teckers. Fifty tickets will also be available for sale to Teckers at 81, with a limit of two to a customer.

There is no charge for admission to the chamber music series in Dabney Hall.

Troy Women Draw Full House

BY APOPHRODITE

The plot of Euripides’ tragedy is too simple for modern taste, meaningly reverse and revulsed. The middle of the drama seems to bring between the plucks, where are excessive mourning, weeping, and wailing hiss, and the manifestation is somewhat episodic. It is mostly in the first portion of the play that Euripides thought that the hideousness and pitifulness of war are conveyed through the character of Cassandra.

The acting overall is well done. Tamara Daniel as Hecuba is quite adequate, and Andromache, played by Joyce Elert, is well portrayed during her electrifying but brief presence. The chorus — seven Trojan women — also does very well, including singing and dance.

The messenger Talthybus — George Morgan — was weak. Although his was a bit part, Morgan didn’t project during the interludes where he should have asserted himself. In fact, one could establish more empathy with Tom Sawyer as Menoeus, who should have been more evil. Helen of Troy, Dimitra Steris, was also somewhat devoid of passion — unless that was Helen, whose face launched a thousand ships.

Faculty Ad Nauseam

(Continued from page 1)

engrering: Dr. Rangaswami Sridhar, electrical engineering; and Dr. Nicholas W. Trebost, materials science.

Now is the time for all good men to come. Five visiting associate professors were announced: Peter Lasseter, mathematics; Dr. Rokuro Muki, applied mechanics; Dr. Warner L. Patilow, materials science; Dr. George C. Sih, aeronautics; and Dr. James Wei, chemical engineering.

New Fellows

The new senior research fellows number seven: Charles E. Billings, environmental health engineering; Arvind P. Sial, physics; Dr. Dennis Hoffman, electrical engineering; Dr. Donald K. Hold, biology; Dr. Robert F. Landel, materials science; Dr. Chung-Shi Lin, aeronautics; and Dr. Konrad Rodnicki, astronomy.

Eight new assistant professors now grace our fair institution: Dr. John F. Benton, history; Dr. Donald S. Cohen, mathematics; Dr. William R. Covert, English; Dr. John A. Holland, mathematics; Dr. Frederick H. Sharr, chemical engineering; and Dr. William B. Wood, biochemistry.

Five lecturers joined the staff: Stephen H. Cahn, information sciences; Dr. Albert H. Halsey, government; Dr. Edward H. Klevan, engineering sciences; and Mrs. Anita Mason, French.

Finally, three new instructors were appointed in the tea: John R. Crawford, English, Donald R. Davis, and Roger G. Noll, economics.

Ergo Do not shower every be

Awaken Squirrels

Kicking the dull driving habit.

Step out in a lively

Dodge Coronet.
Draft May Be After You

By William Grant

The Collegiate Press Service

Washington (CPS) — With the October 30 deadline for men over 18 to register with Selective Service, the nation’s draft boards are preparing to begin the largest since the Korean War.

This registration, however, is not the one that has been the subject of so much debate and controversy. In the past, registrations have been aimed at young men who were eligible for the draft because they were single and not dependents of the service.

But as the nation’s draft moves into its second year, the Selective Service System has filed a complaint that many men are not registering.

The Selective Service System accused about 50,000 men of being “ineligible” for the draft because they were married, had dependents, or were attending college.

The Selective Service System said that these men were not registered because they were not eligible for the draft.

The Selective Service System also said that many men were not registering because they were afraid of being drafted.

The Selective Service System said that many men were not registering because they were afraid of being drafted.

To a degree, they’re right.

As one Selective official points out, “There is nothing automatic about a student being deferred.”

Each case is considered on its own merits with the student’s course of study, his importance to the national interest, and the student’s scholastic ability being used as measuring sticks.

The same high official suggested that as the quota rise (or even if they stay at the present high level for some extended period of time) and the age of the draft pools, boards probably will not be able to give deferments for longer than a year.

Beware!

“This would cover a man in his early years or probably could be extended in order to let a junior finish school, but it probably would not let the 19 or 20-year-old sophomore finish college before being called for military duty,” he said.

He said any student who received an order for induction while in school might be given a 1-S classification that would allow him to finish that school year before reporting for duty.

The first thing likely to happen is that probationary or border-line students will lose their deferments as they did during the Korean War. This means draft boards could require a student to meet certain academic levels in order to retain his deferment.

Grads, Too

The graduate student’s chances of completing his studies before service vary. The state director of Selective Service for Maryland said in a recent interview that graduate deferments were considered by local boards but that deferments were given after asking if the student’s studies were serving the national interest, health, or safety. The Maryland director, Brig. Gen. Henry C. Stanwood, said he felt the requirement could be interpreted to mean that science, math, and medical students were favored.

(In this period next week)

Beckman Adds New Projector, Lights, and Leap

R. C. Poolman, head of Engineering at Physical Plant, disclosed today that the audio-visual facilities of Beckman Auditorium had been improved last summer as requested by the Beckman Planning Commission. It is expected that the Auditorium, which has been in operation for two years, will be better able to handle a varied schedule of events as a result of these improvements.

A new motion picture projector with a xenon lens will put a brighter image on the screen than has been available formerly, so that the house lights can be turned up higher during movie sequences. In this bright new world it is hoped students will take notes on what they’re seeing.

Additional stage lighting of various and sundry function has also been installed. Even a patch panel, a switchboard for electric circuits, is now available.

With a patch panel, the 12 or 15 dimmers can be effectively integrated into the 160-old circuits in Beckman without a soldering iron. Finally, a walkway and grid have been mounted above the stage, at last providing stage-workers with a suicidal leap.